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Offshore development companies in India provided highest levels of software quality in the field of
development and testing.  Over the period of last 10 years, offshore software development market is
growing exponentially and offshore players have managed to gain the trust of customers worldwide.
And why not? Offshore software development companies are successfully delivering software
development solutions and are cost effective. Software Outsourcing and testing services firms
provide third party unbiased view of developed code and help clients in having bug free software.
Cost is also one more very imported ant factor when outsourcing decisions are taken. Only glitch in
the mind of companies is whether to outsource or not.

Initially there were questions are how outsourcing model will work. How will communication and
coordination take place? How will offshore teams work with in-house development teams? How will
difference in time zones be handled? But thanks to technology and development of web based
applications, portals, project management tools and other advancements which has made offshore
software development a profitable option. Moreover offshore development companies are well
equipped to deliver robust and reliable software solutions from offshore. Software Outsourcing have
developed agile framework for delivering custom solutions for their clients by ensuring required skills
and technology capabilities. Along with this offshore companies provide complete control and
visibility to their offshore clients. They are provided with extensive reporting and day wise progress
reports so that they are aware of the progress and status of software development. Web-based
meeting tools offer audio-visual facilitates to help organizing meeting wherein clients and offshore
partners can discuss project progress, discuss the issues and plan for future roadmap.

Offshore development companies in India provides experienced and architect level programmer
with specialties in latest technologies like .Net, Java, PHP, Ajax etc. Along with this there is a huge
pool of resources which specialize in web development open source agile methodologies like Ruby
on Rails, Zend, CakePHP etc. Along with this offshore development companies provide resources
who are Domain experts like in Banking and Finance, Insurance, Healthcare, Aviation etc. These
resources have decades of experience in technology and are well versed in end to end project
handling and management. Offshore software development market is growing and will continue to
be the first choice of CIOs who want to leverage best of the resources in all technology domains at
reasonable costs. Agile Development Increases the productiveness of the technocrats and the
executed operations by agile Software Outsourcing firm create a reputation of them in the market of
being highly robust.
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